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Learn How to Turn Tragedies into Triumphs with New Xulon Title
Readers will gain comfort and determination to face the future with faith
LONGWOOD, FL—Everyone will face trials in their lives. Everyone will experience trouble—both
physical and spiritual—and the reality of the pain will seem more than they can bear. It is not
about what happens in a person’s life that measures who they are, but how they respond to what
happens. In Xulon Press author Dale Peterson’s new title, Leave a Well in the Valley: Turn
Your Tragedies into Triumphs ($18.99, paperback, 978-1-61579-909-1), readers will receive
the comfort and assurance needed to face serious life problems from one who has faced similar
fears and foes.
“Readers can glean from my personal experience therapeutic hope and renewed determination to
face the future with faith that God will lead them beyond their valleys and energize them to dig a
well in the valley through which they pass,” the author says. “These pages offer principles that
encourage and inspire weary travelers as they plod through the tough times of life. Insight and
hope awaits each reader.”

In a world full of rampant doubt, discouragement, depression, divorce, and death, it is refreshing
to discover an author who deals with these timeless topics that life throws at people, and does so
from personal, victorious experience. Through his personal tragedies and trials, Peterson
emerges with a story that breathes fresh hope into the hearts of all who read and identify with
these and similar struggles.

Dale Peterson, a minister for 40 years, is president of Gospel Alive, Inc. He currently resides in
Clarkston, Michigan.
Xulon Press, a division of Salem Communications, is the world’s largest Christian publisher, with more than 7,000 titles
published to date. Retailers may order Leave a Well in the Valley through Ingram Book Company and/or Spring Arbor
Book Distributors. Leave a Well in the Valley is available online through xulonpress.com/bookstore, amazon.com, and
barnesandnoble.com.

